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This slowdown in the economy has also greatly impacted real estate sales, which has halted to historical lows.
If you currently have a plot in which you are planning to start banquet hall business then make sure that you
must build parking space for guests. Performs cash management, general ledger accounting, and financial
reporting for one or more properties. Related posts:. Operations Structure The operations structure of a
banquet hall depends upon the level of engagement that the hall has. Event Planning Consultant Responsible
for interviewing and hiring vendors, selecting and ordering materials, negotiating rates, coordinating the
sequence of events, following up with guests and vendors and producing full-scale events. This is so because
such business will find it difficult to maintain its overhead and operational cost or generate enough income
needed for business expansion. This is where you will concentrate your marketing efforts. As an all â€” round
banquet hall rental and event planning outfit, we are ready to take advantage of any opportunity that comes our
way. A banquet hall may take several points into consideration including the rental fees if it is leasing the
building, the asset depreciation , and payroll costs for budgeting. If your hall can provide the requirements for
such conferences as well, you will be assured of more business. Table linens and dishware might be leased
because these are the type of elements that customers like to coordinate and tailor to their particular event.
Businesses looking to use a caterer multiple times are more likely to seek a caterer who can serve many
different cuisine so they can vary the options from event to event or even within a given event to better please
their clients or guests. Price: Especially for corporate and non-profit customers, price is a key factor. The
Sumptuous Ballroom revenues will scale up sharply in the first year as the space is better utilized, but this
growth will level off in years 2 and 3 as not all event dates are as desirable to clients and the most popular
dates will book first. Strategic Analysis with current research! It is likely that many events and corporations
already have been using a banquet hall, or there may be a more prominent one in the area, so an expert sales
team will need to persuade the company to outperform in the market in order to increase its sales and
conversion rates. The relationship with Corporate Hall will allow Sumptuous Cuisine Catering to refer smaller
meetings to that space, perhaps helping to build business at Corporate Hall through new inquiries. The key to
writing a strong competitive analysis is that you do your research on the local competition. This will greatly
decrease the amount of advertising required by the business as once a rapport is established with these
vendors, they will continually refer business to the Company.


